Independent Voices – Campus Underground Overview
Underground,
alternative, and
literary
newspapers and
magazines from
the fifties through
the eighties were
everywhere. They
were in urban,
suburban, rural, ghetto, barrio, tribal, and
other communities in every U.S. state and
in countries around the world. Reveal
Digital’s Independent Voices is the most
extensive digital collection of these historic
publications that has ever been
conceptualized and created.
The Campus
Underground series
includes publications
that originated from
college and university
campuses and
surrounding
communities.
Whether laid out in
traditional black and
white straight columns or full-color
psychedelic, the publications in this
collection provide a vivid mosaic of the
times.

Local and national radical groups
represented by these publications include
the Weather Underground (Osawatomie),
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS;
New Left Notes),
Southern Student
Organizing
Committee (SSOC;
New South Student),
Yippies (Overthrow),
Diggers (Kaliflower),
Free Speech
Movement (Wooden
Shoe), and many others.

Content in this collection is valuable
because it exposes students to an
alternative view of important historical
movements and events, including the Civil
Rights Movement, the Vietnam war, music,
art, poetry, the drug wars, government
spying on citizens, the emerging gender,
minority, ecology, and other liberation
movements. These and every other major
issue of the period are covered extensively
in the pages of the campus underground
press.

“Finally, a searchable trove of the Berkeley Barb's (near-)
complete 15-year history. For reasons unknown, the Barb was
never included in the Underground/Alternative Press Index, so
all that history had been lost to us. Now it has reappeared in all
its smudgy splendor.”
Gar Smith
Berkeley Barb veteran staffer

Key titles include:


Los Angeles Free Press, The Paper, Berkeley Barb, and coming soon East Village Other,
Fifth Estate. These titles were the original five members of Underground Press
Syndicate, the first nationwide network of underground papers



Great Speckled Bird and Kudzu. Two of the premier underground papers from the Deep
South



Ann Arbor Sun Published by John Sinclair and the White Panthers/Rainbow People’s
Party



The Barb On Strike and The Berkeley Tribe. Rival publications to the Berkeley Barb
created by staff who left the Barb after a bitter dispute



Quicksilver Times. Underground paper of record in the nation’s capital



The Rag. Austin, Texas’ mighty underground paper that lives today in the electronic
world as Rag Blog



Prisoners Digest International. The most important prisoners’ rights newspaper of the
seventies



Other Scenes. Newspaper of underground press pioneer, John Wilcock



The Seed. Leading antiwar newspaper during the police riots in Chicago outside the 1968
Democratic Presidential Nominating Convention

Coming Soon:


Armageddon News. Published briefly in Indiana by the FBI to sow dissension in the
Movement



The Buddhist 3rd Class Junkmail Oracle. Published by legendary Cleveland poet d.a. levy



The Ghost. Dissident news sheet published anonymously in Richmond, VA, by civil rights
pioneer Edward Peeples

A complete title list is available at :
http://www.revealdigital.com/campus-underground-titles/

